Define and implement EcoGrid "dataQuery" method

This ecogrid server side data query task. Bug 1586 will implement dataQuery in kepler side (client side, query local data). In task, kepler will send a sql query from kepler to ecogrid node. Ecogrid will execute this query and return partial data object to client.

This bug will be done on the base of bug 1584.

History

#1 - 01/20/2005 10:05 AM - Chad Berkley
adding efrat onto this bug.

#2 - 11/02/2005 12:38 PM - Matt Jones
Still need these data queries, but will be done after the 1.0.0 release is finalized.

#3 - 03/27/2013 02:17 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 1587